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Wages, Rents, and the Quality of Life

Jennifer
Roback
Yale University

This study focuses on the role of wages and rents in allocating
workersto locationswithvarious quantitiesof amenities.The theory
demonstratesthatif the amenityis also productive,then the sign of
the wage gradientis unclear while the rent gradientis positive.The
theoryis extended to include the housing market and nontraded
goods. These extensionsrequire littlemodificationof the conclusion.
The empirical work on wages shows that the regional wage differencescan be explained largelyby these local attributes.With the
use of site price data, implicitprices are estimatedand qualityof life
rankings for the cities are computed.

Introduction
The problem of correctly measuring the implicit price of urban attributes has received much attention in the past decade. Most of the
studies have used some variant of the hedonic price method, either
estimating wage differentials (Nordhaus and Tobin 1972; Getz and
Huang 1978; Rosen 1979) or estimating rent differentials (Ridker
and Henning 1967; Polinsky and Rubinfeld 1977). Unfortunately,
these studies have focused solely on the consumer side of the market
without any regard given to the behavior of firms. For example, if
workers require a compensating wage differential to live in a big,
polluted, or otherwise unpleasant city,the firms in that city must have
I would like to thank Sherwin Rosen, Elhanan Helpman, and the Universityof
Chicago Applications of Economics Workshop for helpful comments.This materialis
based on work supported by the National Science Foundation under grant SOC7724282. Any opinions, findings,and conclusions or recommendationsexpressed in this
publication are mine and do not necessarilyreflectthe views of the National Science
Foundation. I also benefitedgreatlyfrom the extensivecomments of the referee.
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some productivityadvantage to be able to pay the higher wage.
Indeed, one of the chiefinsightsof Rosen's (1974) theoreticalworkon
hedonic prices is thatthe implicitprice of an attributerepresentsboth
the marginal valuation to consumers and the marginal cost to firms.
Thus, if one ignores the firmside of the market,the matchingaspect
of the problem has been lost.
If one seriously considers a full hedonic model of the intercity
location problem, one discovers that the problem is much more formidable than the usual hedonic price problem,because both the land
and the labor marketsmustclear. A simple example willillustratethe
difficulty.
Suppose all firmsand all workersare identical. Then, the
usual resultis thatonlyone typeofjob or one brand of product willbe
offered.This presentsno problem if the good under considerationis
a refrigeratoror a car because all consumers may certainlyconsume
the same typeof refrigeratorif theyso desire. However, in the spatial
allocation problem, people cannot all occupy the same space even if
theirpreferencesare identical. Hence, the scarcityof amenable land
gives rise to an additional constrainton the problem. The already
difficultproblem of solvingexplicitlyfor a hedonic price equilibrium
becomes all but impossible when two marketsmust clear simultaneously.
The preceding discussion illustratestwo major outstanding problems in thisfield. First,the role of the interconnectedland and labor
market-clearingconditions in generating the equilibrium is not well
understood. Second, the factorswhich influencethe precise decomposition of the implicitprices into wage and rent gradientshave not
been determined. The present work addresses these questions by
using a general equilibrium model, which incorporates both mobile
factors(labor) and site-specificfactors(land). It also incorporatesthe
possibilitythat the amenities may influence productivity.
Previous workin thisfieldillustratesthe varietyof uses to whichthe
implicitprices may be put. Nordhaus and Tobin (1972), forexample,
are concerned withthe appropriate urban disamenityadjustmentsto
the GNP accounts. Other studies,such as thatof Polinskyand Rubinfeld (1977), seek prices for use in cost-benefitstudies of particular
attributessuch as pollution.In stillotherwork,such as Rosen's (1979),
the valuations are used as price weightsin computing quality of life
rankings.All of these issues are addressed below. In particular,the
model implies a method for imputingimplicitprices fromwage and
rent regressions.The exact analyticexpressions for this decomposition as well as those for adjusting GNP accounts and for evaluating
local improvementsare discussed.
To clarifyissues,the simplestpossible model is presented in Section
I, while Section II extends the model to include the housing market.
Empirical results are reported in the final section. Wage and rent
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equations are presented and implicitprices of amenities are calculated. The prices of crime,pollution,and cold weather indicate that
these attributesare indeed disamenities,while clear days and, surprisingly,population densityare found to be amenities.These prices
are thenused to compute qualityof liferankingsforthe 98 citiesused
in the study.Althoughthe pricesthemselvesare somewhatsensitiveto
the specificationof the equation due to multicollinearity,
the evidence
to
suggests that the cityrankingsare fairlyrobust specificationdifferences.As a by-productof the wage equation, the well-knownregional differencesin wages are examined and are found to be explained almost entirelyby differencesin amenities.
I.

The Basic Model

Price Determination
Imagine many cities which vary according to the quantityof an endowed amenity,s, where s varies continuously over (SI, S2). The
possibilitythat the level of s may be changed by the communityis
ignored. The residentsof each cityconsume and produce a composite
consumption commodity,X, whose price is fixed by world markets
and will be taken as numeraire.
The basic frameworkforall the analysisis a simple general equilibrium model in which both capital and labor are assumed completely
mobile across cities.In thiscontext,complete mobilityof labor means
that the costs of changing residences are zero. Intercitycommuting
costs are assumed prohibitiveto rule out the possibilityof a person
living in San Diego and working in Chicago. On the other hand,
intracitycommutingcosts are ignored in what followsto focus attention on the across-cityallocation of workersand firms.' In contrast,
land is fixed2among citiesbut is assumed mobile between uses within
a city.Given an equilibriumdistributionof firmsand workersacross
cities,wage and rentdifferencescan be characterizedas functionsofs.
1. Workers
Workersare assumed to be identicalin tastesand skills.3For simplicity,leisure is ignored and each person supplies a single unit of labor
1 The within-city
allocation questions so frequentlydiscussed by urban economists
can be addressed easily in the context of this model. In Sec. II of the paper, the
relationshipbetween the two models will be discussed.
2 Land need not literallybe fixed. We simplyneed a rising supply price of land in
order to assure some boundary on the size of the city.In the more traditionalurban
economics literature,thisrisingsupply price is provided by the factthat increased city
transportcosts provide a natural
size increases transportationcosts. Thus, within-city
(although endogenous) boundary on the citysize.
3The consequences of this assumption are discussed in the empirical section.
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independentlyof the wage rate.4The problem for the representative
workeris, given the quantityofs in his location,to choose quantitiesof
x, the composite commodityconsumed, and iC, the residential land
consumed, to satisfya budget constraint:
max U(x,lC; s) subject to w + I = x + lCr.

(1)

The wage and rental paymentsare denoted by w and r, respectively.
Nonlabor income is denoted byI and is assumed to be independent of
location.5
Associated withequation (1) is the indirectutilityfunction,V, with
the usual properties. In addition, 0 V/Os> 0 because s is an amenity.
The market equilibrium condition for workersis given by
V(w, r; s) = k.

(2)

Wages and rents must adjust to equalize utilityin all occupied locations. Otherwise some workerswould have an incentiveto move.
2.

Firms

Assume that X is produced according to a constantreturns-to-scale
productionfunction,X =f (lP, N; S),6 where lP is land used in production and N is the totalnumberof workersin the city.The problem for
the representativefirmis to minimizecosts subject to the production
function.Sincef is constantreturnsto scale, the unit cost functioncan
be considered. The equilibrium condition for firmsis that unit cost
must equal product price, assumed to be unity:
C(w, r;s)

=

1.

(3)

Otherwise, firmswould have an incentive to move their capital to
more profitablecities.As usual, the unit cost functionis increasingin
both factor prices. Also, C, = NIX and C, = lP/X.
If the amenity is unproductive,then C, < 0. An example of an
"unproductive amenity" is clean air, because firmsmust spend rer
This assumption is easily relaxed, with the major conclusions leftunchanged. See
Roback (1980) for details.
5The implicitland ownership assumption is that each person owns an equal share
of land in all cities,regardless of his own location. Although migrationpatternswill
certainlyinfluencethe overall level ofI, individualsdisregard theirown effecton rents
and hence rentalincome is independent of location. In the absence of thisassumption,
(a) capital gains will result frommigrationflowsand (b) people with higher nonwage
income (such as retirees)will be found in high s locations,since amenitiesare normal
goods. We abstractfromthese interestingissues and hence suppressI in what follows.
6 ActuallyX is a functionof capital as well as IP and N. But since capital is perfectly
mobile and is uninfluencedby amenities,its rate of returnwill be equal in all places.
Hence, the capital input can be assumed to be optimizedout of the problem. The same
assumption about the ownership of land applies to the ownership of capital.
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sources to use a nonpollutingtechnology.An example of a "productiveamenity"mightbe "lack of severe snow storms"because blizzards
may be as costlyto the firmin inconvenience and lost production as
they are unpleasant to consumers. The amenity"sunny days" (with
precipitationheld constant) probably has no effecton production.
3. Equilibrium
Notice that equations (2) and (3) perfectlydetermine w and r as
functionsof s, given a level of k. The equilibriumlevels of wages and
rents can be solved from the equal utilityand equal cost conditions.
That is, w and r are determinedby the interactionof the equilibrium
conditions of the two sides of the market.7The effectsof different
quantitiesof s on wages and rentscan be understood withthe aid of
figure 1.
The downward-slopinglines are combinations of w and r which
equalize unit costs at a given level of s. Suppose thats is unproductive
so that,fors2 > s1,factorpricesmustbe lowerin city2 to equalize costs
in both cities.The dualityof C withthe productionfunctionis thatthe
less substitutableare land and labor, the less the curvature of the
factor price frontier.Similarly,the upward-sloping lines represent
w-r combinations satisfyingV(w, r; s) = k at given levels of s. At
7The market-clearingconditionsin the land and labor marketsare used to solve for
the population gradient and the common level of utility.The utility level then
influencesthe wage and rentgradients,as mentionedin the text.See Roback (1980) for
details.
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high amenitylocations,people must pay higherrentsat everywage to
be indifferentbetween the two cities. Again, the more substitution
between x and 1c, the greater the curvature of the indirect utility
function.
The figureclearly shows that in more amenable places, the wages
should be lower while the change in rentsis uncertain.The intuitive
reason forthisis thatwiths unproductive,firmspreferlow s locations
while workerspreferhigh s locations. Because high rentsdiscourage
both firmsand workersfromlocatingin the area, workerequilibrium
requireshigh rentsin highs areas to choke offimmigrationwhilefirm
equilibriumrequires low rentsin high s areas to induce firmlocation.
On the other hand, a low wage discourages workers and attracts
businesses.Essentially,the factorprices are strikinga balance between
the conflictinglocational preferences of the firmand the workers.
The reader can easily satisfyhimself that if s were productive, the
rentswould rise while the change in wages would be ambiguous. Also,
note thatif land is not a factorof production,the wage is determined
by the cost functionand the rent captures the entire amenityvaluation. This is the case considered by Rosen (1979).
These basic resultscan be obtained algebraicallyby differentiating
equations (2) and (3) and solving for dw/dsand drids.The result is
equations (4):
dw
ds

I- (-VsCr + CsVr) < Ok
A

dr

I

(-VwCs

(4)

+ VSCW) ?0

where A = VwCr- VrCw= L(s)VwIX > 0, and L(s) is the total land
available at locations. Using the propertiesof V and C, we can easily
see that with C, > 0, dwlds< 0, while drldsdepends on the relative
strengthsof the productivityand amenityeffects.8
PotentialApplications
Notice that dwlds and drlds are, in principle, observable. The two
equations in (4) express dwldsand dridsin termsof the amenityand
productivityeffects.Hence equations (4) provide a means of imputing
8 Elasticitiesof substitutiondo not enter these expressionsbecause small changes are
being considered. This result is often found in internationaltrade theory (see Jones
1965).
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VSVwand C. Solving simultaneouslyand using Roy's identity:
dor
=r d log
_ dw ors
c dr
dr
ds
ds dw
w k, ds
-(X
PS= V5
_

N

Ndw

?P

ldr

d log w)

_

_

lgds

0dlogr)

(5)

where kl is the share of land in the consumer's budget and Of is the
share of factori in the cost of X. These conditionshave a straightforward interpretation.The value to consumersis measured by the sum
of numerairegood and the residentialland theymustforgo.Thus, p*
is the amount of income required to compensate fora small change in
s. The productivityeffectis the savingsin costs or the share-weighted
sum of the changes in factorprices.
The price of s determinedin equation (5) can be used to compute
index numbersto rank citiesaccording to qualityof life.The imputed
prices of the various characteristicsof citiesshould be used as weights
on the quantities of the attributein computing a sum. This will be
illustratedin Section III of thispaper. In addition, these resultshave
potential application in cost-benefitanalysis of changes in environmental variables such as pollution levels or crime rates. Suppose a
communitywishes to infer the aggregate willingnessto pay for an
incrementalimprovementin air quality. Alternatively,suppose researchers wish to determine how much individuals in a community
would have been willingto pay to avoid a deteriorationin the environment.To determineaggregate willingnessto pay for an increase
in amenitiesin city? take the totalvalue of output forgonebyconsumers due to increased amenities,or p*N(s). Add to thisthe value of the
change in productiondue to increaseds or -CXX(s). Summing,obtain
(6):
p*N(s) + [-C5Xs)]

-=dw (N
dr

-

N) + dr [N(s)lC(s) + lp(S)]
(6)

The incrementalvalue of local willingnessto pay fora change in ? can
be found bylooking at the incrementalvalue of land at locations. The
effectsof the wage change cancel out because any gain to firmsis
exactlymatched by the loss to consumers.
As a finalexample of the potentialusefulnessof the imputed prices
of local attributes,consider the adjustments to national income accounts firstproposed by Nordhaus and Tobin (1972). The purpose of
such adjustments is to determine whether the level of welfare has
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increased over time, as suggested by conventionallymeasured GNP
accounts,or whetherdeteriorationin the qualityof life has offsetthe
gains in output. To find the appropriate measure of welfare,differentiatethe utilityfunction:Uxdx + U1,dlc+ Usds = dk. Or dx + rdlc+
and this is the
(UsIUx)ds = dk/X.The change in utilityis simplydkAIX,
conceptuallyappropriate measure of GNP. The sum dx + rdlcis the
change in conventionallymeasured GNP. The termUsIUx is equal to
VIVw. Hence, the adjustmentto changes in GNP is simplyp*ds, where
p* can be inferredfrom the data using equation (5). This contrasts
withthe pioneeringworkof Nordhaus and Tobin (1972), whichmade
the GNP adjustmentsusing only wage differentials.
II.

The Housing Market and Other Nontraded Goods

This section extends the simple model by introducinga nontradedgoods sector. Perhaps the most obvious example of a nontradable is
housing, but the generalization encompasses the usual nontraded
goods such as haircutsand theatersas well. In addition,thisextension
allows us to consider the possibilitythathouseholds may modifytheir
own "consumption" of an attributeinherent in their environment
througha home productionprocess. Suppose people value the good
"comfortable indoor temperature," which can be produced using
insulationand fuel, given the outdoor temperature.Or people may
reduce their own probabilityof being robbed by purchasing guard
dogs, alarm systems,and police whistles.In both these examples, the
good is produced by the household solely for its own consumption
and hence is not traded.
The importance of explicitlyincluding the housing marketin the
analysis is that much work has been done studying the intracity
variation in housing prices with amenities. Pollution, crime, racial
composition,and access to the central business districthave all been
shown to have effectson housing prices. The presentmodel allows us
to study the decomposition of the housing price gradient into the
pure amenityor productivityeffectsand the effectsdue to changes in
the siteprice or in the wage. We can also ask whetherthe differencein
housing prices reflectsthe true implicitprice of the amenity.
The generalization for the household requires that the vector of
nontraded goods, y, enter into the utilityfunction.We can now consider consumption land, lc, as an input into the production of housing. Land increasesutilityindirectlythroughtheconsumptionof housing. We can thereforedrop Ic from the utilityfunction,keeping in
mind that land for housing is but one element of the vectorof land
inputs into nontraded-goods production, ly. Land for barbershops
and land for theatersas well as land for housing are included in ly.
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The demand foryimpliesa derived demand forland, includingwhat
we previouslylabeled iC.
This generalization implies that the indirectutilityfunctionnow
depends on p, the price of nontraded goods relativeto traded goods,
but not separately on the rental rate of land:
V(w,p; s) = k.

(7)

The production side requires that we introduce a nontraded-goods
sector,withthe associated unit cost functionequated withunit price:
G (w, r; s) = p(s).

(8)

Once again, this is a constant-returns-to-scale
production function
using both land and labor and includings as a neutralshiftparameter.
Market clearing requires that total output of nontraded goods be
equal to total consumption,Ny.
Equations (7) and (8), togetherwiththe traded-goods cost function
(3), are sufficientto determinew, r, and p. The price-amenitygraand solving simuldients9can be found as before by differentiating
taneously:
dP

*[+Vs(-GCr

+ GrC)

-

Cs(GrVw) + Gs(VwCr)],

(9)

where A* = VwCr- Vp(CwGr- CrGw)> 0.
The change in the price of nontraded goods with respect to a
change in amenities is an expansion of the equation
dp
ds

G dw+ G dr + G
TdS

rds

s(0

(I0)

The Vs termin equation (9) is easily interpretedin this context.The
firsttermin parentheses is the effecton p fromchanges in the wage,
whilethe second termreflectsthe change inp due to changes in rents.
Thus, the Vs term in equation (9) is ambiguous since the amenity
effectsin the wage and rent gradients have opposite signs.
The productivityeffectof s on traded-goods production has an
inverse relation to the price of nontraded goods. If s inhibitsindustrial production (Cs > 0), this lowers local factorprices, which indirectlylowers the price of nontraded goods. On the other hand, if s
inhibitsthe production of nontraded goods (Gs > 0), this simplyhas
the direct effectof raising costs. For example, houses are probably
more expensive to build in a swamp.
9 The wage and rent gradients are omitted here for brevity.They are simple
generalizationsof the gradientsin the previous section.See Roback (1980) fordetails.
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The upshot of this analysisfor empirical work is clear: Predictions
about cross-cityvariationin housing prices are more difficultto make
than those about variation in land prices. However, studies such as
those by Ridker and Henning (1967) and Polinsky and Rubinfeld
(1977) whichexamine intracityhousing prices have been successfulin
findinghigher housing values associated withamenitiessuch as clean
air or downtownaccessibility.This is because in these models, housing
pricesmore closelymirrorsitevalues. Two sources of ambiguityin the
present model are removed when considering intracityprice difdifferencesin productivityin the housing
ferences. First,within-city
industryare likelyto be negligible.Second, although the amenitiesare
consumedjointlywithhousing,ajob can be held anywherein the city.
Thus, wages of identical individuals must be independent of location.10Since land rents are higher in good locations and wages are
constant across locations, the price of housing rises unambiguously
with s because the price of housing is simply a sum of these two
factors.Note that a good location in this context may be the muchstudied proximityto the central business district.This shows the
strong relationshipbetween the present analysis of intercityquality
variation and the more traditionalproblem of intracityamenitydifferences.
Finally, we can derive the amenity effectsand the productivity
effectsof s by differentiatingthe three equilibrium conditions and
using Roy's identity:
*

_

Vs

dp
ds

V

Cs = -t

dw

ds

~dw + C, dr
s
dw

dr

(Gwy?w ds +Gr#).
rdJ

These equations illustratehow the applicationsdiscussed in the previous section extend to the more general model. Again, p* tells the
change in numeraire income required to compensate for a small
variationin s. In general, the housing price gradientwill not capture
the fullvaluation of the amenities.An adjustmentfor the differences
in wages must be included.

10This abstractsfrom the stratification
of workers across locations due to income
effects.
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III.

Empirical Results

The RelationofEmpiricalWorkto Theory
The theorydeveloped earlierassumes thatall individualshave identical tastesand skills.Because tastesfor amenitiesdifferamong people
in the data, however, we expect those with strongerpreferencesfor
amenitiesto sortthemselvesinto more amenable places and be willing
to accept a lower wage.1' Those with weaker preferences will be
willingto accept a lower wage than theirco-workersto go withoutthe
amenityand hence willbe found in less pleasant cities.Therefore,the
estimated wage difference will be an underestimate of the true
equalizing wage differencefor those withstrongtastes for amenities
and an overestimatefor those withweak preferences.A similarargument can be made for biases in the estimated rent gradient."2
Figure 2 illustratesthe wage bias graphically.Type A consumers
have stronger preferences for amenities than type B consumers.
PointsA and B willbe observed in the data and hence will define the
market-equalizingwage difference.However, pointsA and A' define
the true equalizing differencefor type A consumers while the wage
differenceassociated withpointsB and B' is the equalizing difference
for type B consumers. Clearly,the differencebetween the wages at A
and B lies between the true equalizing differencesfor each group.
11We continue to assume thatthe amenitiesare well defined so thatthe possibilityof
some people preferringcold weathercan be thoughtof as weak preferencesfor warm
weather.
12 This self-sorting
bias arises in all hedonic price problems (see Rosen 1974).
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Notice thateven withperfectsortingof an infinitevarietyof consumers, differentialswillbe observed. The observed wage gradientis the
lower envelope of the individual consumer gradients.Because these
gradientsare convex to the originand downward sloping,theirlower
envelope will also be negativelyinclined. Hence, because taste differencesexistin the data, the estimatespresented below are a kind of
average of the true gradientsfor the various groups. A comparable
argumentcan be made forproductivitydifferencesand relativefactor
intensitiesfor firms.
Workers who differin skills compete in separate markets. Each
group will have its own wage-amenitygradient.In earlier work,13the
data were segmented by broad skill groups. Space limitationspreclude discussion of this extensive material. In the work reported
below, productivitytraits are entered into the individual wage
equations. This procedure allows the gradientsto be shiftedby productivityindicators but forces the slopes of the wage-amenitygradients to be the same for all skill levels.
Before discussingresults,I should mentiontwo other caveats. First,
the choice of which cityattributesto include is a matterof discretion.
We do not know a priori which goods people value, and so we must
seek thisinformationfromthe data. Viewed anotherway,theorydoes
not tell us which attributesare goods; theoryonly tellsus how people
behave withrespectto goods. For thisreason, extensiveexperimentation was done with many variables. Second, the small number of
among the variables
observationsand high degree of multicollinearity
limitedthe number of differentindicatorswhich could be used. For
instance, when several climate variables are entered into the same
earnings regression,none is significant.Yet one mighthave thought
that both the number of hot days and the precipitationwould be
relevantto location decisions.Also, some of the resultsare sensitiveto
alternativespecifications.The equations reported below were chosen
to be representativeof the bulk of the resultsand to be demonstrative
of the type of behavior described by the theory.
The Data and Results
The principal source of wage data for this study is the Census
Bureau's Current Population Survey from May 1973. The May data
identifyindividuals in the 98 largest U.S. cities,which allows many
more degrees of freedom and much more detailed productivityinformationthan are commonlyfound in studies of this problem. The
13
Roback (1980) segmenteddata accordingto occupation and schoolinggroups. Getz
and Huang (1978) separated by occupation.
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studywas confined to men over 18 who reported earnings and who
lived in one of the identifiedcities.
Perhaps the only source of data on residential site prices across
citiesis found in FHA Homes(U.S. Departmentof Housing and Urban
Development 1973), whichreportsaverage siteprices per square foot
for 83 of the 98 largestcities.Because the data are collected only for
FHA-qualifying families, low-income families are overrepresented
relativeto the population used in the wage study.Also, no information about the location of the site withinthe cityis available. Because
of these limitationsof the data, the land price resultspresentedbelow
are merelyintended to be illustrativeof the method outlined in the
theory.
1. Wage Results
The Appendix table shows the regressionof personal characteristics
on the log of weeklyearnings.'4Examination of the table shows that
these variables include all of the usual individual attributesknown to
influence wages. This detailed informationon worker traitsis the
chiefadvantage of using thismicrodata set. In addition to these usual
variables, industrydummies were included to hold constant the industrialcomposition of the city.The povertyincidence variables tell
the percentage of the person's neighborhood which is below the
povertyline. This variable was included as a crude control on the
within-citydifferencesin amenities. It may capture differencesin
familybackground and schoolingqualityas well. The effectsof these
variables changed littlewhen they were included in the subsequent
regressionsof wages on cityattributes.
Table 1 presentsthe resultsof fiveregressionsof various citytraits
on log earnings for thisfullsample of 98 cities.Looking across a row
gives some indication of the robustness of a variable to different
specifications.For example, rows 1 and 3 show thatthe totalcrimerate
(TCRIME 73) and the particulatelevel (PART 73) always have the
expected positiveinfluenceon wages, but thisinfluenceis not always
statisticallysignificant.The coefficienton the local unemployment
rate (UR 73) is always insignificant,which suggests either that the
required risk premium for living in a high unemploymentarea is
smallor thata high unemploymentrate is a proxyforweak local labor
demand. This contrastswiththe resultof Hall (1972), who found high
14 Throughout this paper, nominal earnings is used as the dependent variable because price-levelinformationis available for only 32 of the 98 cities.However, including the price level alters the resultsreported below only in thatheating degree days is
negative.
insignificantand population densityis significantly
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1

COEFFICIENTS OF CITY CHARACTERISTICS FROM
LOG EARNINGS REGRESSIONS IN 98 CITIES

TCRIME

73

UR 73
PART 73
POP 73
DENSSMSA

GROW 6070
HDD
TOTSNOW

1

2

3

4

.94 X 10-5
(2.58)
.36 x 10-2
(1.29)
.24 x 10-3
(1.55)
.16 x 10-7
(7.97)
.81 x 10-6
(.29)
.21 x 10-2

.44 x 10-5

.74 X 10-5
(1.93)
.32 x 10-2
(1.14)

.86 x 1O-5

(7.84)

.20 x 10-4
(8.48)

CLEAR

(1.17)
.12 x 10-2
(.43)
.13 x 10-3
(.86)
.15 x 10-7
(7.74)
.24 x 10-5
(.86)
.14 x 10-2

(5.66)

.72 x 10-3
(3.54)

CLOUDY
R2
F-ratio
N = 12,001

.4980
424.2

.4955
420.0

.37 x

1O-3

(2.33)
.16 x 10-7
(8.04)
.20 x 10-5
(.73)
.15 x 10-2

(6.06)

-.64 x 10-2
(-4.80)

.4960
420.8

(2.21)
.27 x 10-2
(.97)
.34 x 10-3
(2.15)
.16 x 10-7
(8.11)
.38 x 10-5
(1.40)
.17 x 10-2

(6.47)

.72 x 10-2
(5.21)
.4962
421.1

are in parentheses
Sampleincludes98 cities;t-statistics
NOTE.-Regressions
includeall personalcharacteristics.
(see App. forvariabledefinitions).

wages associated with high unemployment.Population size and the
population growthrate both have the expected strongpositiveeffects
while population density(DENSSMSA) is consistentlyinsignificant.
The climate variables in table 1 performremarkablywell. Heating
degree days (HDD), total snowfall(TOTSNOW), and the number of
cloudy days (CLOUDY) all have strong positive coefficients,which
suggests that these indicators of climate are net disamenities. The
number of clear days (CLEAR) has a stronglynegative coefficient,
which is consistentwith the prior notion that clear days are amenable.15

The next question to be addressed is: What is the influenceof the
city attributeson the well-knownregional differencesin earnings?
These persistent region effectshave always been something of a
puzzle because a mobile labor forceought to bid away any geographic
differences in real earnings. Because "real earnings" should be
defined broadly to mean utility,we test the hypothesisthat the ob15

For other results on climate, see Hoch (1977).
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TABLE 2
COEFFICIENTS

NORTHEAST
SOUTH
WEST
TCRIME 73

OF REGION

DUMMIES

-.0218
(-2.25)
-.0669
(-6.51)
-.0354
(-3.46)

UR 73
PART 73
POP 73
DENSSMSA
GROW 6070
HDD
R2

F-ratio

.4900
479.4

AND CITY

CHARACTERISTICS

-.0095
(-.74)
-.0138
(-.87)
-.0579
(-3.41)
.13 x 10-4
(2.82)
.92 x 10-2
(2.60)
.29 x 10-3
(1.87)
.16 x 10-7
(7.77)
.13 x 10-5
(-.42)
.23 x 10-2
(8.41)
.16 x 10-4
(4.86)
.4986
384.0

NOTE.-Regressions include all personal characteristics.
Sample includes all 98 cities;I-statistics
are in parentheses.

served earnings differentialsare in factproxies for differentamenity
levels. The firstcolumn of table 2 presentsevidence of the existence
of regional effectsin these data.16The t-statistics
on all three of the
regional dummies indicate significantdifferencesin wages across
regions. Furthermore,an F-test of joint significanceof these three
variables (comparing eq. 1 of table 2 withthe equation in the Appendix) gives an F-value of 14.87 where the criticalF-value is 1.88.
We expect that the inclusionof various measures of cityattractiveness may considerablydiminishthe effectof region per se. A comparison of columns 1 and 2 of table 2 givessome support forthisidea.
The coefficientson the northeasternand southern dummies fall
dramatically,and the t-statistics
indicate no differencein wages between these two regions and the Midwest.The persistentstrengthof
the westerneffectis the only anomaly in this pattern. It is certainly
correctto inferfromthese resultsthatearnings are lower in the West
than elsewhere. However,once differencesin amenitiesare takeninto
account, region plays a greatlyreduced role in explaining earnings.
The fact that low wages in the West are accompanied by extremely
16
For furtherevidence of and debate about the effectof region, see Coelho and
Ghali (1971) and Ladenson (1973).
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TABLE 3
REGRESSIONS OF THE LOG OF AVERAGE RESIDENTIAL SITE
PRICE PER SQUARE FOOT ON CITY CHARACTERISTICS

1
TCRIME 73
UR 73
PART 73
POP 73
DENSSMSA
GROW 6070
HDD
TOTSNOW

2.5 x

10-5

(.65)
8.9 x 10-2
(3.45)
2.2 x 10-4
(.15)
6.8 x 10-8
(1.80)
1.9 X 10-4
(3.02)
1.1 X 10-2
(4.34)
3.5 x 10-5
(1.44)

CLEAR

2

3

4

1.5 x 10-5
(.38)
8.8 x 10-2
(3.35)

-4.5 x 10-7
(-.01)
9.2 x 10-2
(3.53)
-3.8 x 10-5
(-.02)
6.8 x 10-8
(1.76)
2.0 x 10-4
(3.17)
9.9 X 10-3
(4.03)

7.0 x 10-6
(.16)
9.1 X 10-2
(3.52)
1.4 x 10-4
(.09)
6.8 x 10-8
(1.76)
2.0 x 10-4
(3.18)

1.1 X 10-4

(.08)
6.9 x 10-8
(1.78)
2.0 x 10-4
(3.12)
1.0 X 10-2
(4.11)
1.3 x 10-3
(.69)

(.09)

R2

F-ratio

-1.73
(-5.92)
.5741
14.44

-1.54
(-5.99)

(4.00)

1.2 x 10-4

CLOUDY
INTERCEPT

1.0 X 10-2

-1.44
(-6.51)

.5650
13.92

3.2 x 10-4
(.21)

-1.53
(-3.32)

.5623
13.77

.5625
13.78

1973.N = 83.
SOURCE.-Dataare fromU.S. Department
of Housingand UrbanDevelopment

high growthrates of population suggeststhat livingin the West may
be a proxy for some unmeasured desirable climaticor cultural attributes. Thus, the combined evidence seems persuasive that the regional differencesin earnings can be largely accounted for by regional differencesin local amenities.17
2.

Implicit Prices and Quality of Life Indices

Table 3 presentsthe resultsof a series of land price equations comparable to those in table 1. The only significantresultsare the positive
coefficientson the unemployment rate, population density, and
population growth. The latter two results are most likely demand
effects,which proxy for some unmeasured attributesof the city.The
theory suggests that the land price gradient reveals the marginal
social value of the amenity to the community.The reader may be
17
This result is robust to the inclusion of measures of cost of living (see Roback
1980).
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tempted to infer from the zero coefficientson crime and pollution
that these conditions have no social disutility.The limitationsof the
data discussed earlier make such a conclusion premature.
To compute the implicitprice of each attributein percentage terms,
we need the coefficientsfrom tables 1 and 3, as well as the budget
share of land. This budget share was computed fromthe FHA data by
multiplyingthe fractionof income spent on the mortgage (approximately17.8 percent) by the ratio of the site price to the totalvalue of
the house (approximately19.6 percent). This number was then averaged over all 83 FHA citiesto yield an average budget share. Table 4
reportsthe implicitpricescomputed fromthe columns of tables 1 and
3. For example, column 2 reportsthe prices computed fromregressions, which include total annual snowfallas the climate variable. A
negativenumber indicatesa "bad" while a positivenumber indicatesa
good. While mostof the variablesperformas expected, looking across
of the prices to specificathe rows of table 4 reveals some sensitivity
tion.
Each entryin table 4 tellsthe marginal price of the amenityevaluated at average annual earnings. For example, the average person
TABLE 4
IMPLICIT

PRICES

OF AMENITIES

FROM TABLES

COMPUTED

1
TCRIME 73
(crimes/100population)
UR 73
(fractionunemployed)
PART 73
(micrograms/cubicmeter)
POP 73
(10,000 persons)
DENSSMSA
(100 persons/squaremile)
GROW 6070
(percentage change in population)
HDD
(10 F colder for one day
TOTSNOW
(inches)
CLEAR
(days)
CLOUDY
(days)

1 AND 3

3

4

.90

$ -8.05

$ -9.15

-5.55

20.65

-.70

5.00

-2.50

-1.40

-4.00

-3.70

-1.50

-1.40

-1.50

-1.50

6.30

4.90

$-9.25

-1.85

2
$

-11.95

5.35
-13.05

3.35
-15.2

-.20
-7.30
69.55
-78.25

unitsof amenitiesshown under variable name. Each entryis computed using eq. (5) in the
NOTE.-Measurement
textand evaluated at mean annual earnings.p* = [k1(dlogrlds) - (d logw/ds)]w.Average annual earnings = $10,868.
Average budget share of land = .035. Negative numbers indicate disamenities,while positive numbers indicate
amenities.
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TABLE 5
RANK CORRELATIONS BETWEEN VARIOUS MEASURES
OF QUALITY OF LIFE INDEX

QOL 1
QOL 2
QOL 3
QOL 4

QOL I

QOL 2

QOL 3

QOL 4

1.000
(.0)

.7846
(.0001)
1.000
(.0)

.2480
(.0138)
.3568
(.0003)
1.000

.2902
(.0037)
.2701
(.0072)
.8219

(.0)

(.0001)

1.000
(.0)

fromcols.1-4 oftables2 and6. ThusQOL 1 uses
The indicesarecomputed
inparentheses.
NOTE.-Probabilities

HDD, QOL 2 uses TOTSNOW, QOL 3 uses CLEAR, and QOL 4 uses CLOUDY.

would be willingto pay $69.55 per year for an additional clear day
and $78.25 per year to avoid an additional cloudy day. Some of the
entries appear to be small; this is only because of the units of measurement.For instance,the implicitprice of a heating degree day is
only $0.20, but the average number of heating degree days in
the sample is 4330.69 (see Appendix for means). If we evaluate the
''expenditure"'on heating degree days at the mean value and the
marginal price, the totalimplicitexpenditure is $866.14. This procedure is not strictlycorrect, of course, because the prices of inframarginal units are differentfrom the marginal price. Such an expenditure computation merely shows the order of magnitude of
expenditure in the average budget.
As noted in the theoretical section, these prices can be used to
compute quality of life indices. Four sets of indices were computed
and labeled QOL 1-QOL 4 to representthe columns of table 4. Table
5 reports the rank correlation coefficientsfor these four rankings.
The correlationsare all reasonablylarge, although,as may have been
expected fromthe differentclimatevariables,QOL 1 and QOL 2 are
highlycorrelatedwitheach other,as are QOL 3 and QOL 4. To give
the flavor of the results, table 6 lists the 20 largest cities ranked
according to QOL 3, which seems to be most highlycorrelated with
the other rankings.
Ben-Chieh Liu (1976) also computed quality of life indices in his
study.Rather than using imputed prices as weightsfor the characteristics,he arbitrarilyassigned weights,which have no interpretationas
willingnessto pay foran attribute.Table 6 presentshis rank orderings
of the 20 largest cities,based on his environmentalindex. His rankings differsubstantiallyfrom QOL 3, partlybecause he used somewhat differentcharacteristicsand partly because of the arbitrary
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TABLE 6
COMPARISON OF
LARGEST CITIES

Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

QOL 3

RANKINGS OF 20
WITH RANKING OF LIu

Name
Los Angeles-Long Beach
Anaheim-Santa Ana-Garden Grove
San Francisco-Oakland
Dallas
Baltimore
Nassau-Suffolk
St. Louis
Milwaukee
Boston
Minneapolis
New York
Washington,D.C.
Newark
Philadelphia
Houston
Chicago
Detroit
Cleveland
Seattle-Everett
Pittsburgh

Liu's
Rank

QOL 3

Population
Rank

10
9
2
5
13
. . .
16
8
12
4
14
3
11
7
6
18
17
15
1
19

1.7517
1.7363
1.5841
1.3378
1.0244
1.0010
.9407
.9386
.9296
.9047
.8962
.8910
.8853
.8038
.7708
.7416
.6347
.6227
.5871
.4961

2
19
6
17
12
9
11
20
8
16
1
7
15
4
14
3
5
13
18
10

NOTE.-Liu's rank is based on adjusted standardized score of environmentalcomponent. Nassau-Suffolkis not
included in Liu's (1976) study.

weights.The method in the present study is conceptually superior,
even though the rankingsmay not accord with prior notions about
relative desirabilityof cities.
IV.

Conclusion

This studyhas proven thatthe conventionalwisdom whichholds that
only land prices are affected by local amenities is incorrect. The
theorydemonstratedthatthe value of the amenityis reflectedin both
the wage and the rent gradient.The precise decomposition depends
on the influenceof the amenityon production and the strengthof
consumer preferences.
The empirical work on wages found that the well-knownregional
wage differencescan be explained largely by local amenities. The
empiricalpart of thisstudycan be extended in a varietyof directions.
The mostimportantextensionis to refinethe site price data. Hedonic
studies of housing marketsshould be done to inferthe price of the
land independent of the housing structure.In addition, more work
could be done to segmentthe data by skillgroups. Separate qualityof
lifeindices could be computed for each skillgroup. The correlations
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between these rankingsfor separate groups would be interesting.All
of this work would continue to broaden our understanding of the
empirical implicationsof location theory.
Appendix A
Regression of Log of Weekly Earnings on Personal Characteristics
Coefficient
Intercept
Household head
White
Married
Veteran
School
Experience
Experience squared
Hours
Part time
Private
Professional
White collar
Blue collar
Povertyincidence
Construction
Durables
Nondurables
Transport
Trade
Services
Union

3.7418
.1457
.0272
.0776
.0274
.0446
.0285
-.0005
.0101
-.2869
.0129
.3263
.1189
.1092
-.9063
.1333
-.0519
- .0589
.0192
-.1463
-.2085
.1213

t-Statistic
105.60
9.94
2.14
6.86
3.07
28.52
26.57
-24.85
20.42
-17.90
.89
24.48
8.51
9.52
-18.05
6.19
-2.52
-2.69
.90
-7.22
-11.49
14.70

R2 = .4881; F-ratio= 543.9;N = 12,001.The
Survey;
Population
NOTE.-Dataare fromtheMay1973Current
omitted
is laborers;theomitted
is publicadministration.
industry
occupation

Appendix B
Notes on City-wide Variables
1. TCRIME 73: total crimes per 10,000 population for 1973. Source: FBI
Uniform Crime Reports (1973). Mean = 5026.04
2. UR 73: unemploymentrate in 1973. Source: Manpower Report of the
President (1975). Mean = 4.9716
meterof particulatesin 1973. Source: EPA
3. PART 73: micrograms/cubic
Air Quality Data (1973). Reports average pollution level from a number of
monitoring stations within each city. Variable used is a weighted average of all
stations in the city, with the number of observations taken by the station as
weights. Mean = 92.55413
4. POP 73: SMSA population in 1973. Source: Statistical Abstract (1975).
Mean = 2,866,958.
population density of the SMSA in 1973. Source: Statisti5. DENSSMSA:
cal Abstract (1975). Mean = 1494.913.
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6. GROW 6070: percentage change in population from 1960 to 1970.
Source: U.S. Census of Population (1970). Mean = 19.97176.
7. All climate variables taken from local climatologicaldata. All data are
"climatological normals," i.e., 30-year averages. (a) HDD: heating degree
days; sum of daily negative departures from65? per year; mean = 4330.69.
(b) TOTSNOW: totalannual snowfallin inches; mean = 23.616. (c) CLEAR:
number of clear days; mean = 109.4529. (d) CLOUDY: number of cloudy
days; mean = 146.9858.
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